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Abstract—Scene classification plays an important role in
the interpretation of remotely sensed high-resolution imagery.
However, the performance of scene classification strongly relies
on the discriminative power of feature representation, which
is generally hand-engineered and requires a huge amount of
domain-expert knowledge as well as time-consuming hand tuning. Recently, unsupervised feature learning (UFL) provides an
alternative way to automatically learn discriminative feature representation from images. However, the performances achieved by
conventional UFL methods are not comparable to the state-ofthe-art, mainly due to the neglect of locally substantial image
structures. This paper presents an improved UFL algorithm based
on spectral clustering, named UFL-SC, which cannot only adaptively learn good local feature representations but also discover
intrinsic structures of local image patches. In contrast to the
standard UFL pipeline, UFL-SC first maps the original image
patches into a low-dimensional and intrinsic feature space by linear manifold analysis techniques, and then learns a dictionary
(e.g., using K-means clustering) on the patch manifold for feature encoding. To generate a feature representation for each local
patch, an explicit parameterized feature encoding method, i.e.,
triangle encoding, is applied with the learned dictionary on the
same patch manifold. The holistic feature representation of image
scenes is finally obtained by building a bag-of-visual-words (BOW)
model of the encoded local features. Experiments demonstrate that
the proposed UFL-SC algorithm can extract efficient local features for image scenes and show comparable performance to the
state-of-the-art approach on open scene classification benchmark.
Index Terms—Bag-of-visual-words (BOW) model, linear manifold analysis, scene classification, spectral clustering, unsupervised
feature learning (UFL).
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I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N RECENT years, with the rapid development of satellite imaging techniques, a huge amount of high-resolution
satellite images are available, which are provided by some
special satellite sensors, e.g., WorldView-1/2 and GeoEye-1.
The resulting remote-sensing imageries provide more accurate
object observation, which have the surface spatial resolution of
half meters. Nevertheless, they bring many challenging problems in image understanding and information mining [1]–[3]
as well. For instance, the data volume of images grows sharply
with the spatial resolution increasing. Classical approaches that
have been proved to be effective for interpreting low-resolution
satellite images [4] become inapplicable for analyzing highresolution satellite images with complex content. Thus, it is
highly desirable to develop intelligent and automatic methods
for interpreting such massive remotely sensed images with high
spatial resolution.
This paper addresses the problem of scene classification
for high spatial resolution remote-sensing (HSR-RS) images.
The “scene,” in the interpretation of HSR-RS images, usually refers to local areas in images that contain clear semantic
information on the surface [2]–[6], e.g., the residential area,
commercial area, farmland, green land, and bare land. Scene
classification can provide an overall layout for HSR-RS images
containing various types of complicated land covers and objectoriented scenes. However, the complexities of HSR-RS images
make scene classification a challenging task. For instance, some
objects contained in the same category of scenes frequently
appear at different scales and orientations. If satellite images
are taken under different weather conditions, there are probably radiometrical changes between images of the same type.
Actually, “scene classification” is challenging, not only because
of the high diversity of the appearances and geometries of
objects but also due to the complexities in scene semantics.
1) A scene of HSR-RS images often consists of different
specific thematic classes.
2) Different types of scenes in HSR-RS images share some
identical thematic classes.
For example, tree, road, and building, which exist in the residential area, may also appear in the commercial area. Therefore,
most of previous approaches for high-resolution image classification, e.g., in [7] and [8], which dedicate to classifying
pixels by extracting local textural and structural features, may
lead to serious confusions among similar scenes in the scene
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classification task. Thus, it is important to encode the spatial
configuration of images for deriving an efficient global feature
representation of scene for HSR-RS images.
One practicable way is to establish a holistic scene representation by aggregating local image information, so-called
low-level features, such as key-points [9], [10], texture [11]–
[13], and color [14]. Bag-of-visual-words (BOW) model [15],
which encodes an image by an unordered collection of local
features, has been reported to be an effective method to generate a global image representation and has been widely used
in scene classification [16]–[18]. However, it is worth noticing that the methods based on BOW model strongly rely on
the extraction of the low-level features. In the past decades,
tremendous investigations have been devoted to design novel
low-level features with both strong discriminative power and
nice invariant prosperities to geometrical and radiometrical
changes in images. However, designing those hand-engineered
features needs much prior knowledge and expertise in related
fields; hence, the process of building new features based on
domain-expertise and numerous trials is extraordinarily difficult
and time-consuming, especially in the case of handling massive
images.
Recently, much work [19]–[23] has focused on automatically
learning “good”1 feature representations from a large amount of
unlabeled data by incorporating different unsupervised learning
algorithms as a “black box” module within, and these typical
feature learning frameworks can be included in the scope of
unsupervised feature learning (UFL) algorithms [19]. The UFL
methods assume that there are rich useful structures behind
unlabeled data. For natural images, it has been reported that
UFL methods can discover low-level structures (e.g., edges)
as well as mid-level ones (e.g., shapes). Given these powerful
learned features, images of different categories can be better
separated in a supervised classification framework. In other
words, these features obtained by UFL methods can be suitable or even better alternatives to the hand-crafted features in
some image classification tasks.
An initial motivation of our study is trying to demonstrate
whether the features generated by UFL method can be more
powerful and robust compared with the typical hand-crafted
features in the conventional scene classification pipeline (e.g.,
with BOW model), which still remains unclear. Note that in
image classification applications with UFL methods [19], [22],
the local features are all extracted directly from raw image
patches (i.e., pixel intensities). In general settings of UFL,
both training model parameters and the feature encoding stage
involve large quantities of image patches which are relatively
high-dimensional vectors in the raw pixel space and contain
great redundant information. To some extent, the standard UFL
schemes not only result in extremely high computational cost
but also cannot discover the intrinsic information hidden in
original image patches. Therefore, we can further investigate
the natural statistical properties of image patches, and propose
a better UFL scheme according to these beneficial properties.

1 The “goodness” of a feature depends on the context, here a “good” feature
means a feature that is discriminative enough for recognition.

This paper presents an improved UFL algorithm based on
spectral clustering, named UFL-SC, which cannot only automatically learn good feature representations but also discover
intrinsic structures of local image patches. In contrast to traditional UFL methods, UFL-SC first maps the original image
patches embedded in the high-dimensional image space into a
low-dimensional and intrinsic feature space by linear manifold
analysis techniques, and then learns a dictionary (e.g., using
k-means clustering) on the image patch manifold for feature
encoding. To generate a feature representation for each local
patch, an explicit parameterized feature encoding method, i.e.,
triangle encoding, is applied with the learned dictionary to the
same patch manifold. The traditional BOW model is introduced
to generate the holistic scene representations, where the features extracted by our UFL-SC method are encoded. The whole
scene classification pipeline is totally free of any kind of handcrafted features. We evaluate the proposed method on two aerial
scene datasets and a large-scale satellite image for classification
and annotation task, respectively. The experiments demonstrate
that the proposed UFL-SC algorithm can generate representative local features for image scenes and achieve encouraging
performance with a low-computational cost. The short version
of this work has appeared in [24].
The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) We do an in-depth investigation on the manifold of
local image patches and have discovered some attracting
properties that are helpful for the feature extraction stage.
2) We propose an improved UFL method with spectral clustering, named UFL-SC, which learns model parameters
and encodes features on low-dimensional patch manifold during feature extraction. In this way, we can both
speed up the traditional UFL method and extract powerful low-level features for subsequent scene classification
task.
3) We build a BOW model for scene classification based
on the local features extracted by the proposed UFLSC method instead of hand-crafted features, and to our
best knowledge, it is the first attempt to apply features
generated by the UFL method to the BOW scheme.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
briefly review some related works on UFL algorithms, manifold learning algorithms, and high-resolution satellite scene
classification. In Section III, we first introduce the feature
extraction scheme of image scene by traditional UFL method.
Then, we study the image patch manifold in detail and
present the improved UFL-SC method in Section IV. In
Section V, we describe our proposed scene classification framework. Details of our experiments and results are presented in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper with some
remarks.

II. R ELATED W ORK
Recently, how to learn feature representations in an unsupervised way has become a hot research issue and many efforts
have been devoted to efficient learning algorithms. Roughly
speaking, there are two main trends in the literatures.
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A. From Feature Engineering to UFL
A lot of works [25]–[30] have focused on learning hierarchical representations from unlabeled data. With the greedy layerwise unsupervised pretraining scheme, many novel frameworks
by stacking intermediate layers to build deep architectures
have been proposed. These deep architectures attempt to learn
multilevel structures and have achieved promising results in
progressively learning simple and complex concepts hidden in
the unlabeled data. For each layer of the deep-learning algorithms, a single-layer model is built via a typical unsupervised
learning method. Coates et al. [19] make an indepth study
into many of the factors that can affect performance to understand what makes a UFL system work well. In [19], a detailed
UFL pipeline for extracting locally connected and convolutional features of images is presented and it is shown that even
the k-means clustering algorithm is able to achieve state-ofthe-art performance on some widely used datasets when the
model parameters are chosen properly. In [31], sparse coding
is demonstrated to be a universally effective nonlinear encoding
scheme in the UFL pipeline whatever approaches the dictionary
is generated by. In [3], the UFL approach is successfully applied
to aerial scene classification, where sparse coding is exploited
as the unsupervised learning method to generate sparse features. In contrast to [19], local dense low-level features rather
than pixel values are extracted for training a dictionary in the
sparse coding scheme. However, these approaches performed
the dictionary learning and feature encoding stage in the highdimensional space, which makes the entire process of extracting
features very time-consuming.
A large number of nonlinear techniques [32]–[35] for dimensionality reduction have been proposed in the last decade. In
contrast to the classical linear techniques, e.g., principal component analysis (PCA), the nonlinear techniques have the ability
to discover the intrinsic structure of natural data lying on a lowdimensional manifold embedded in a high-dimensional space.
Laplacian eigenmaps (LE) [33] as a typical nonlinear method
compute a low-dimensional representation of the training data
by using the notion of graph Laplacian, and can optimally preserve local neighborhood information to some extent. A linear
variant of LE, called locality preserving projections (LPPs),
is presented in [36]. LPP not only shares the similar property
of preserving local structure of the dataset but also has several advantages over LE. In nonlinear manifold techniques such
as ISOMAP [34], local linear embedding (LLE), and LE, each
training sample has its own set of free low-dimensional embedding coordinates. However, these methods do not directly learn
a parameterized function applicable to evaluate the map for new
testing samples, which limits their application for large dataset.
By learning a linear mapping matrix, LPP can be simply applied
to any new testing samples to compute the embedding coordinates in the same reduced representation space. Much recent
works with respect to the classification of remotely sensed
images have explored some nonlinear manifold techniques.
Bachmann et al. [37] present a data-driven approach, which can
achieve full-scene global manifold coordinates while removing artifacts and may be limited by the use of landmarks, to
represent the nonlinear structure of large-scale hyperspectral
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scenes. Huang et al. [38] propose a hierarchical manifold learning approach for supervised classification of high-resolution
remote-sensing images which can sufficiently take advantage of
both class-label information and local geometric information.
B. From Low-Level Features to Mid-Level Image Representation
The BOW methods have shown impressive performance in
scene classification and other tasks [39]–[42]. In typical BOW
representation methods, the visual words are first generated by
clustering a large number of local low-level image features,
and then the histogram representing the frequency of the visual
words for each image is computed statistically. Spatial pyramid matching (SPM) kernel [16] is a classical approach as an
extension to BOW. SPM computes local histogram of visual
words for each subregions of the image and concatenates all
the histograms in a spatial pyramid way. Yang and Newsam
[40] compute the co-occurrences of visual words with respect
to spatial predicates over a hierarchical spatial partitioning of
an image. They show that extended spatial co-occurrence kernel
(SPCK++) can outperform the traditional BOW and SPM methods on a high-resolution aerial scene dataset. In addition, [43]
and [44] represent satellite image scenes as a finite mixture over
some underlying semantic classes learnt by applying the latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model [45], which is a generative
probabilistic model to the visual words histograms.
III. U NSUPERVISED F EATURE L EARNING
This section briefly recalls the basics of UFL in the context
of learning features from image patches. In principle, the main
goal of UFL is to automatically learn a general feature representation Φ(X), which can reveal the important qualities of images
and can be used to encode other unknown image examples Y
[19], from a large set of unlabeled image examples X.
To achieve such a feature representation Φ(X), one can
parameterize Φ(X) by a set of parameters Θ, i.e., Φ(X; Θ).
Most of UFL algorithms can be regarded as a hybrid framework
composed of two main components:
1) an unsupervised learning algorithm that optimally estimates the model parameter Θ by relying on unlabeled
input X;
2) encoding unknown image examples Y by Φ(Y ; Θ) to
yield feature vectors φ.
A. Learning Feature Representation by Unsupervised Learning
Methods
To train the parameters set Θ associated with the parameterized feature representation (or feature mapping function)
Φ(x, Θ), a few notable unsupervised learning algorithms are
available. Some typical methods come to be, e.g., Gaussian
mixture model (GMM), K-means clustering, sparse coding, and
auto-encoder [25]. In this paper, K-means clustering is applied
to all experiments as an unsupervised learning algorithm, since
it is computationally efficient and easy to implement, scales
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well, does not require any parameter tuning, and furthermore,
learns centroids that have similar effect with Gabor filters.
Given the input vector x(i) ∈ Rn , i = 1, 2, . . . , m, K-means
clustering learns a dictionary D ∈ Rn×K containing K cluster centers and assignments c(i) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} of the training
samples x(i) to clusters that minimize the distance between
data points and their cluster centers. Specifically, the algorithm
optimizes the following objective:

min
Dc(i) − x(i) 22
(1)
D,c

i

s.t. D(k) 2 = 1 ∀k and c(i) 0 ≤ 1∀i.

(2)

This can be optimized by alternating iteration over dictionary
D and cluster assignment c. In K-means case, the model is
parameterized by Θ = {D}. After using k-means to train model
parameters Θ from the unlabeled data X, we should define a
mapping from a new data to a corresponding feature vector φ.
The natural and frequently used encoding methods for K-means
are hard assignment, which makes each encoding feature only
one nonzero element, e.g., the element φi is equal to one if input
vector belongs to cluster center D(i) and the other elements are
set to zero. Although hard assignment is a common mapping
choice for K-means clustering, the mapping functions Φ(x; Θ)
may be chosen arbitrarily.
In our work, an alternative method called triangle encoding
is introduced. Given the dictionary D, the encoding feature φ
for a new input x ∈ Rn is defined by


K
1 
dk − dk
φk = max 0,
K


(3)

k=1

where dk = x − D(k) 2 . This mapping function outputs 0 for
any features where the distance from x to the centroid D(k) is
above average. This implies that approximate half of the features will be set to 0 in fact. Therefore, this can be thought of
as a simple form of competition between features. In addition,
it is easy to see from (3) that the length of an encoding feature vector depends on the number of cluster in K-means, i.e.,
φ ∈ RK .

B. Image Feature Extraction by Standard UFL Scheme
Here, we present a brief scheme of extracting dense local features of images by means of K-means and triangle encoding.
As with the standard UFL pipeline described above, to learn
a dictionary from unlabeled samples, we need to perform following three steps first: 1) extracting large quantities of small
image patches from random locations in unlabeled training
images [46]; 2) performing brightness and contrast normalization as well as zero component analysis (ZCA) whitening to the
patches as a preprocessing phase; and 3) training a dictionary
D from the preprocessed patches using K-means clustering
according to (1) and (2). Note that each patch has dimension
r-by-r and has c channels (for natural images, there are only R,
G, B channels), so each r-by-r patch can be represented as a
vector in Rn of pixel intensity values, with n = r · r · c.

Fig. 1. Illustration of convolutionally extracting local features for images by
the UFL approach.

Given the learned dictionary D, a corresponding feature vector φ for a new patch x can be achieved by the triangle encoding
Φ(x; D) : Rn → RK . We are now capable of mapping any rby-r pixel patch to a K-dimensional feature vector φ. For a
given image of size m-by-m (with c channels), we then divide
the image into a number of square patches of size r-by-r pixels, separated by s pixels each. Rather than learning different
dictionaries for each patch of the image, we just simply reuse
the same Φ(x; D) to extract features for each patch. This trick
relies on the assumption that any r-by-r patches in an image set
have the similar statistic structure. Finally, all the feature mapping operation at every location of the input image can yield a
resulting ((m − r)/s + 1)-by-((m − r)/s + 1)-by-K dimensional feature representation. The illustration of local feature
extraction is shown in Fig. 1. In the special case where the step
size is equal to one pixel, this evolves into a convolutional architecture resembling the convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
[47], and the dictionary D can be regarded as filter banks
convolved with the input image.

IV. UFL-SC OF M ULTIDIMENSIONAL PATCHES
In this section, we will investigate the low-dimensional
structure of tiny image patches, and present a modified UFL
pipeline, which is inspired by the spectral clustering, for the
tractability of image feature extraction. It has been reported
that spectral clustering often outperforms traditional clustering
approaches, such as K-means, by considering the structures of
data. Spectral clustering is easy to implement and can be solved
efficiently by standard linear algebra methods. Moreover, spectral clustering can be implemented efficient for large dataset, as
long as we make sure that the similarity graph is sparse.

A. Discovering Low-Dimensional Manifold of Image Patches
As demonstrated in [33], LE, a nonlinear manifold learning method, has a natural connection to spectral clustering.
Since LE attempts to preserve local structures of data by utilizing the notion of graph Laplacian matrices, which is well
known in spectral graph theory, LE implicitly reflects the natural clustering attributes of the data. From this viewpoint, a
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Fig. 2. 2-D and 3-D image patch manifold learned by LE. (a) Training patch samples of 10-by-10 pixels. (b) 2-D image patch manifold, all the training patches
are displayed according to their low-dimensional coordinates. (c) 3-D image patch manifold.

brief implementation of spectral clustering consists of only two
steps:
1) computing a low-dimensional representation of the input
data by means of LE;
2) applying K-means clustering to find the cluster centroid
in the low-dimensional feature space.
Put simply, spectral clustering just add a “special dimensionality reduction” processing stage compared with K-means.
Hence, we first discuss the performance of LE on image patches
before the spectral clustering is introduced into the feature
extraction pipeline.
1) Learning With LE on Image Patches: Image patches can
be considered as vectors in a high-dimensional space which is
spanned by the individual pixel values at each location in the
image patch, e.g., 10-by-10 pixel images patches (with R, G,
and B channels) can model the image space of 300 dimensions.
Many investigations have revealed that images of interesting
types reside on a low-dimensional manifold embedded in a
high-dimensional space, such as human faces and hand-written
digital numbers. Especially in [48], Shi and Zhu characterize
the image patches by explicit manifold and implicit manifold.
Here, we do not pay much effort to model image patches via
manifold, but make an assumption that image patches indeed lie
on an intrinsic low-dimensional manifold. Practically, we apply
LE not only to learn the low-dimensional embedding of image
patches but also to explore the underlying geometric structure
of the manifold that is helpful to guide the clustering process.
Given a large set of r-by-r pixel image patches (with c channels) {Pi }i=1,...,N randomly extracted from unlabeled images,
we span the patches into vectors {vi ∈ Rn }i=1,...,N in the highdimensional space, where n = r · r · c. Then, LE conducts the
following four steps to learn the low-dimensional embedding
{yi }i=1,...,N of the input vectors:
1) constructing the undirected adjacency graph G in a
k-nearest neighbors way;
2) weight assignment for each adjacent vector pair. Weight
matrix W can be selectively defined as

(−vi −vj 22 /t) , if v ∈ N (v )
i
j
(4)
Wij = e
0,
otherwise
where N (vj ) denotes k nearest neighbors set of the vector
vj , and t is the weight decay constant.

3) compute the Laplacian matrix L. The formulation is
expressed as L
= S − W , where S is diagonal weight
matrix, Sii = j Wji ;
4) solve the generalized eigenvector problem Ly = λSy,
and use the first h eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues (leave out eigenvalue 0) sorted by ascending order
for embedding {yi ∈ Rh }i=1,...,N in the h-dimensional
Euclidean space. The theoretical justification details of
the algorithm are presented in [33].
After accomplishing the procedures above, we now obtain a
new low-dimensional representation for the raw image patches.
A toy example of two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional
(3-D) manifold structure is shown in Fig. 2. We can discover that the image patches appear to be regular geometrical
curves in both 2-D and 3-D manifolds. Besides, it is noted that
along the curve in 2-D intrinsic space, gray level and structural
complexity of image patches vary gradually. In this case, the
gray level and structural complexity are two degrees of freedom (DOF) for image patches. Hence, the two DOFs form
an intuitive partition of the training image patches in lowdimensional manifold, which testify that LE has the natural
clustering property in a sense.
Following the spectral clustering pipeline, K-means clustering is then applied to the low-dimensional data in Euclidean
space. At this step, K-means performs quite efficiently and we
probably get a better clustering result under the guide of LE
than the clustering performance directly using K-means in the
original high-dimensional space.
So far, as a nonlinear feature embedding approach, LE has
been demonstrated to be helpful to yield satisfactory clusters
for image patches. We readily come up with an idea that in
the UFL pipeline, the dictionary learning and triangle encoding stage can be done on an intrinsically low-dimensional
manifold. Concretely speaking, we apply LE to the original
vector space spanned by all the training image patches before
K-means clustering in the dictionary learning stage; in the
feature extraction stage, all the patches are embedded into
the low-dimensional manifold defined by LE in the preceding stage so as to obtain low-dimensional coordinates, then the
features for these patches are generated via the triangle encoding scheme on the basis of mapping coordinates. But actually,
this method is inapplicable because LE is defined only on the
training data and it is very difficult to evaluate the mapping
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Fig. 3. 2-D linear patch manifold structure of the sample patches learned by different linear techniques. The patches are located according to the low-dimensional
coordinates. (a) LPP. (b) NPE. (c) PCA. Circles in (a) show the better natural clustering property of patches when embedded in 2-D manifold by applying LPP.

coordinates for new testing data (actually, mapping coordinate can be computed using Nystrom approximation, but this
remains cumbersome and computationally expensive), so this
gives rise to the fact that we are incapable of extracting features
for new image patch vectors without its low-dimensional coordinates of the identical space on which the training vectors are
embedded. As a result, an improved approach that can be efficiently applied to new testing vectors is preferable. Some linear
dimensionality reduction algorithms become suitable alternatives to LE under this circumstance, since they all can provide a
linear projective map M to any input vectors rather than just the
training vectors. Next, we will discover several typical linear
techniques and their performance on image patches.
2) Learning a Linear Manifold on Image Patches: PCA is
a classical and most popular linear dimensionality reduction
technique that embeds the data into a linear subspace where
the amount of variance in the data is maximal. However, PCA
is incapable of discovering the nonlinear structure of the data
manifold; thus, an alternative linear method called LPP [36]
is proposed. Although LPP is a linear algorithms, it shares
the locality preserving properties of LE. In other words, LPP
gathers advantages from both PCA and LE.
LPP is considered as a linear approximation to the nonlinear LE. The algorithmic procedure is the same as LE except
the last step, so to learn low-dimensional representation {yi ∈
Rd }i=1,...,N of input patch vectors {vi ∈ Rn }i=1,...,N , we just
need to slightly modify the generalized eigenvalue problem,
described as follows:
V LV  m = λV DV  m

(5)

where V = (v1 , v2 , . . . , vN ). L is the Laplacian matrix, λ is
the eigenvalue, and D is the diagonal matrix, defined identically in LE. We sort the eigenvectors m0 , m1 , . . . , md−1
according to their eigenvalues in ascend order. As a result, the
low-dimensional embedding is described as a linear projective
map
yi = M  vi , M = (m0 , m1 , . . . , md−1 )

(6)

where M ∈ Rn×d denotes the linear mapping matrix. As theoretically demonstrated in [36], LPP is based on the same
variational principle that gives rise to LE. Otherwise, LPP
has more discriminating power and is less sensitive to outliers

than PCA. Another linear dimensionality reduction algorithm is
called neighborhood preserving embedding (NPE) [49], which
is a linear approximation to locally linear embedding (LLE)
and shares some similar properties with LPP. The detailed
theoretical derivation is seen in [49].
As we described in preceding chapter, image patch vectors actually reside on a low-dimensional manifold closely
related with some specific DOF (e.g., gray level and structural
complexity); therefore, LPP is supposed to obtain better lowdimensional representation of image patch than PCA due to its
preserving properties of local manifold structure. A toy example shown in Fig. 3 verifies this assumption, which shows that,
in dimensionality reduced space, image patches can be naturally grouped into explicit distinct clusters by LPP mapping,
and the clusters reveal the local neighborhood relationship of
image patch manifold structure very well. However, PCA is less
capable of grouping image patches in low-dimensional space.
As a result, LPP is a preferred method for mapping image
patches into low-dimensional representation rather than PCA.

B. UFL-SC: Image Feature Extraction on Patch Manifold
Note that LPP not only has similar properties with LE but
also provides a linear map for new testing vectors, so the
LPP can be appropriately introduced in the UFL pipeline.
The proposed two-stage UFL pipeline, i.e., UFL-SC, comprised of dictionary learning and feature encoding is illustrated
in Fig. 4. In dictionary learning stage, the raw image patch
vectors (as training vectors) {vi ∈ Rn }i=1,...,N are first embedded into a low-dimensional Euclidean space using a linear
manifold technique, then K-means clustering is performed on
the low-dimensional representation {yi ∈ Rd }i=1,...,N so as to
obtain a dictionary D ∈ Rd×K (K is the number of centroids)
on the image patch manifold, as well as the linear mapping
matrix M ∈ Rn×d . Fig. 4 depicts the algorithm flow in details.
This stage is motivated from traditional spectral clustering and
specifically designed for the following feature encoding stage.
In the feature encoding phase, the low-dimensional coordinates
Y ∈ Rd for new input patch vectors X ∈ Rn are generated
by simply multiplying them by the mapping matrix M . This
operation embeds these input patch vectors into the identical
low-dimensional space which is learnt on training patch vectors
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Fig. 4. Illustration of learning dictionary on patch manifold. At this stage, the dictionary and a linear mapping matrix, which are the model parameters for feature
encoding stage, are generated simultaneously.

by the linear manifold technique. After this, the triangle encoding Φ(Y ; D) : Rd → RK is applied as a feature extractor to
achieve a feature vector φ for each input patch vector. This
can be essentially considered as extracting features on the patch
manifold, which may lead to some interesting properties. Our
UFL-SC pipeline is given in Algorithm 1. Any linear manifold technique, which can provide the linear mapping matrix
(e.g., LPP, PCA, NPE), is applicable to the UFL-SC pipeline.
Here, we adopt the LPP as the linear manifold method in our
algorithm flow, as an example.
Algorithm 1. Feature Extraction via UFL-SC with LPP.
Input:
The original image dataset, S;
New image patch vectors, X
Output:
The dictionary on patch manifold, D;
The linear mapping matrix, M ;
The feature vectors for input patch vectors, φ;
1: Extract a large number of raw image patches vectors V
from random location of images in the dataset S;
2: Apply brightness and contrast normalization as well as
ZCA whitening to the patches;
3: Compute the linear mapping matrix M by LPP;
4: Generate low-dimensional representation Y of the patch
vectors, according to Eq. 6;
5: Train a dictionary D on the low-dimensional representation Y via K-means clustering;
6: Compute the feature vectors φ for new patch vectors X via
triangle encoding, according to Eq. 3;
7: return M , D, φ;

It is worth noting from Algorithm 1 that our UFL-SC method
can reduce the computational cost in contrast to the standard
UFL method, which is concluded from the general analysis of
computational complexity. Concretely, In dictionary learning
phase, the computational cost of UFL-SC is on the order of
O(Kd), while the computational cost of standard UFL is on
the order of O(Kn); in the triangle encoding phase, the computational cost of UFL-SC is on the order of O(Kd2 ), while the
computational cost of standard UFL is on the order of O(Kn2 ).
Actually, triangle encoding is a typical nonlinear feature coding method that projects the input data points into feature space
with a parametric mapping function. In other words, triangle
encoding can be interpreted as another form of “manifold learning.” The nonlinear triangle encoding method aims to find a
feature space (not necessary a low-dimensional space) where
the embedded features of image patches have more discriminative power. As shown in Fig. 5, it is very interesting that
the geometric structures of 2-D and 3-D feature vectors generated by triangle encoding on the image patch linear manifold
are very similar to low-dimensional manifold structure learnt
by LE. This observation means that in the proposed UFLSC method, triangle encoding on linear patch manifold has
similar power of feature representation as some nonlinear manifold learning methods, but can be applied in a wider range of
application.
V. G LOBAL F EATURE R EPRESENTATION FOR S CENES
AND S CENE C LASSIFICATION F RAMEWORK
So far, we have proposed an improved UFL-SC pipeline for
local feature extraction of images. Given an input image scene,
the local feature descriptors for image patches extracted densely
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Fig. 5. Toy low-dimensional manifold structure of encoded features sample
patches. (a) and (c) show the 2-D and 3-D manifold structures of encoded
features generated by triangle encoding in original patch space [(a) triangle
encoding 2-D manifold; (c) triangle encoding 3-D manifold]. (b) and (d) show
the 2-D and 3-D manifold structures of encoded features generated by triangle
encoding on the linear patch manifold [(b) triangle encoding 2-D manifold after
LPP; (d) triangle encoding 3-D manifold after LPP]. Here, LPP is used as the
linear manifold technique.

on a regular grid are encoded via the proposed method. Then,
we follow the traditional BOW scheme to finally represent each
image scene with a histogram in which each bin counts the
occurrence frequency of features on a codeword. The BOW
scheme is implemented via two steps: 1) learning codebook;
and 2) coding features. The codewords are typically generated by unsupervised clustering algorithms (e.g., k-means). For
instance, a plenty of local features randomly sampled from
image base are clustered via k-means and the cluster centers
form the codewords. Considering that this intuitive method of
learning codewords leaves out the category information that is
helpful to subsequent supervised classification task, we slightly
enhance this method by generating codewords for each class.
(m)
Let the Fp = {f (i) ∈ RK }i=1,...,N be N K-dimensional
features extracted by an image Ip belonging to class m. By
applying K-means to the training features sampled from feature
(m)
(m)
(m)
set F (m) = {F1 , F2 , . . . , Fp }, the codebook C (m) ∈
K×L
with respect to class m is then generated; L is the
R
number of codewords. As a result, we construct a joint discriminative codebook C J by simply concatenating the codebook
of each class, i.e., the joint codebook is represented as C J =
[C (1) , C (2) , . . . , C (B) ] ∈ RK×BL ; B denotes the number of
class in the image base. Given any testing image Ij , we assign
each local feature to its closest codeword and obtain a statistical histogram Hj ∈ RBL for all the assignments. The resulting
global feature representation for image Ij is described with
the histogram Hj which is subsequently fed into supervised
classifier.
The scene classification flowchart based on our UFL-SC
method is depicted in Fig. 6. To summarize, the whole scene

classification process can be divided into three separate parts,
i.e., local feature extraction, holistic feature representation, and
SVM classification. Concretely, at the beginning of local feature extraction stage, we randomly sample a large number of
image patches from images in a dataset at any location, and
then a certain linear manifold method is performed to yield
the low-dimensional representation of the training image patch
vectors, as well as the linear mapping matrix. Next, we train a
dictionary used for triangle encoding by performing K-means
clustering on the image patch manifold. These several steps
are implemented offline and prepared for the feature encoding
step. Following the instructions of Algorithm 1, local image
patches of each image scene densely extracted on a grid with
a fixed step are first projected into the low-dimensional image
patch manifold by the linear mapping matrix, and are then
encoded into feature vectors via triangle encoding method.
After the feature extraction, a discriminative joint codebook
is built according to the improved method described above,
and thereby holistic histogram features are generated given
the learnt codebook. Both training and testing image scenes
undergo the same feature extraction and feature representation
procedure. At the last stage, an SVM classifier is trained with
the training image scenes and predicts the category labels for all
testing image scenes. The detailed UFL-SC-based scene classification framework is seen in Algorithm 2. It is important to
note that throughout the overall scene classification pipeline, Kmeans clustering is performed twice but plays a totally different
role in each case.
Algorithm 2. UFL-SC-Based Scene Classification Framework.
Input:
The training image scene set and the corresponding ground
truth labels, I tr , Ltr ;
The testing image scene set, I te ;
The dictionary on patch manifold, D;
The linear mapping matrix, M ;
Output:
The predicted labels for testing image scenes, Lte ;
1: For each image scene in the training set I tr , densely extract
local image patches on a grid;
2: Compute the feature vectors F for all image patches via
Algorithm 1;
3: For each class m, learn a codebook C (m) by applying Kmeans clustering on the feature vectors randomly sampled
from feature subset F (m) ;
4: Build the joint codebook C J by concatenating the codebook of each class, C J ⇐ [C (1) , C (2) , . . . , C (B) ]
5: For each image scene Iitr in the training set I tr , assign
each local feature to its closest codeword in C J , and
compute a statistical histogram Hitr for all assignments;
6: Train model parameters of SVM classifier using the holistic histogram representations H tr ;
7: For each image scene Iite in the testing set I te , compute
the histogram Hite by repeating the steps 1, 2 and 5;
8: Predict class labels for all testing image scenes by the
trained SVM classifier with Hite ;
9: return Lte ;
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Fig. 6. Proposed overall scene classification framework.

When training the SVM classifier, the histogram intersection
kernel (HIK) [50] is adopted, which is suitable for measuring
similarity between vectors of histogram, and is defined as
I (Hi , Hj ) =

BL


min (Hi (k), Hj (k))

(7)

k=1

where Hi and Hj are histogram features with BL bins for
image i and j, and Hi (k) denotes the count of the k th bin of Hi .
VI. A NALYSIS OF E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we evaluate our proposed method on two
different high-resolution land-use data sets as well as a large
satellite image, and present detailed experimental setup and
reasonable analysis.
A. Experimental Dataset
1) UC Merced Land-Use Dataset: The UC Merced land
use dataset (UCM) [51] consists of 21 scene categories which
are manually extracted from large aerial orthoimagery with the
pixel resolution of one foot. Each class contains 100 images
with size of 256 × 256 pixels, and two typical examples of each
class are shown in Fig. 7. In fact, the term “land use” is used
here to refer to the set of hybrid classes which even contain
some land-cover (e.g., forest, agricultural) and object classes
(e.g., airplane, tennis courts). Note that this dataset covers various typical scene categories with great intraclass variability.
Moreover, a few identical texture structures and objects that differ in spatial patterns and density distribution are more or less
shared among some of scene categories, such as the freeway,
runway, and overpass.

2) WHU-RS Dataset: The WHU-RS dataset [1] consists of
19 satellite scene classes and each class contains 50 images collected from Google Earth (Google Inc.) with size of 600 × 600
pixels. Fig. 8 displays one sample of each class. We note that
complexity of scene layout, illumination variation, and changes
of location and scale of both textons and objects in these scenes
increase the diversity among the same classes (e.g., port and
park), as well as the ambiguity of the different classes (e.g.,
industrial area, commercial area, and residential area). Hence,
this dataset appears to be a more challenging one than the UCM
dataset.
3) Large Satellite Image of Grenoble, France: We perform
the scene annotation experiment on a large satellite image of
urban area in Grenoble, France. The large satellite image captured from Google Earth has the size 6000 × 6000 pixels.
Since there are only several main scene categories included
in the image, we specially select training examples belonging to six scene classes: forest (FOR), industrial area (IA),
meadow (MEA), parking (PAR), residential area (RA), and
water (WA). The training examples, which are all collected
nearby the geographical position of the large image, are of size
150 × 150 pixels with 30 examples per class. The subimagelevel ground truth for this large satellite image and training
examples are shown in Fig. 9(b) and (c), respectively. Note that
there are some unknown scene classes which obviously cannot
be annotated as any of the six classes in the large image.

B. Experimental Setup
Considering that there are a number of parameters that may
influence the final classification performance, we try to set reasonable parameters for different datasets. For UCM dataset, we
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Fig. 7. Two examples of each scene category in UC Merced dataset.

Fig. 9. Large satellite image of Grenoble, France. (a) Original image.
(b) Subimage-level ground truth of the large image. (c) Training examples of
each category. All training samples are collected from somewhere nearby the
location of the large satellite images. We select six most common scene categories appearing in the urban area; hence, there exist some unknown scene
classes in our experimental image.

Fig. 8. Examples of each category in WHU-RS dataset.

randomly sample 100 patches per image scene and fix the patch
size to 10 × 10 pixels (with R, G, B channels). All these patches
are used to learn the linear patch manifold, as well as the dictionary. During feature extraction stage, the sampling step of
image patch is set to 5 pixels. We randomly select 80 images per
class as training set to train an SVM classifier with HIK and the
rest as testing set. Classification performance is quantitatively
evaluated by the classification accuracy defined as
A = Nc /Nt

(8)

where Nc denotes the number of samples correctly classified
in testing samples and Nt denotes the total number of testing
samples. The classification experiment is repeated 100 times

to yield a mean accuracy A. In addition, three important free
parameters, which are: 1) the dimensionality d of the lowdimensional space where image patches are mapped; 2) the
length K of encoded feature vectors; and 3) the number of
codewords per class L, are evaluated to report how these parameters impact classification performance. The evaluation of these
three parameters can provide a convincing guidance to properly
set parameters for new datasat. On WHU-RS dataset, we follow the basic settings above, except that all image scenes are
rescaled to the size of 300 × 300 pixels for computational efficiency, and the train/test proportion for SVM is fixed to be 4:1.
In annotation experiments, we divide the original large image
into 1600 nonoverlapping subimages with size of 150 × 150
pixels. Each subimage is considered as an image scene. Since
the train images are prepared beforehand, testing images are
all 1600 subimages. We perform the classification experiment
with HIK SVM [52] once to obtain the final classification accuracy. Otherwise, we do ZCA whitening preprocessing for image
patches in the first place whether in dictionary-learning phase
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Fig. 10. Classification performance comparison under different parameter settings on UCM dataset. (a) Dimensionality of low-dimensional space where the
patches are embedded. (b) Length of encoded feature vectors, i.e., the number of clusters in K-means at the dictionary learning stage. (c) Number of codewords
while building BOW model. The dash line “ORG” represents the standard UFL pipeline in which both dictionary learning and feature encoding are performed in
the original image patch space, rather than a low-dimensional patch manifold. In this case, ORG generates a baseline accuracy with 88.96%.

or in the feature extraction phase. In particular, the number of
nearest neighbors is also an important parameter to LPP and
NPE, since it has a close relationship to the construction of
adjacency graph. Therefore, the number of nearest neighbors
is empirically fixed to 12 throughout all our experiments.
All approaches in our work are implemented in MATLAB on
the Windows 7 platform, with a 2.93-GHz Intel Xeon CPU.

TABLE I
M EAN C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY C OMPARISON
ON UCM DATASET

C. Experimental Results
1) UC Merced Dataset: As described above, we focus our
evaluation on three key hyper-parameters: d, K, and L. When
we discuss how the three free parameters impact final classification performance, respectively, we evaluate single one (as a
variable) of the three and keep the other two to be constants.
Now that we extract image local features on a low-dimensional
patch manifold; the dimensionality d of the space where all
image patches are embedded becomes a dominant role in our
method. Due to the patch size of 10 × 10 pixels, the length of
original patch vectors is 300, which limits the size of d within
300. Fig. 10(a) shows the overall mean classification accuracy
of UCM dataset under different d ranging from 3 to 200. In
this case, K and L is set to 36 and 50, respectively, by experience. Four typical linear manifold learning algorithms which
can learn patch manifold and generate linear mapping matrix
are tested in the proposed UFL-SC method. Random projection (RP) [53] is a simple yet effective dimensionality reduction
method. It provides the linear mapping matrix M where the
entries of M obey zero-mean, unit-variance normal distribution
independently. It shows that RP is a comparable method to PCA
under different d. The average classification precision increases
along with d growing in both PCA and RP case. In contrast,
bigger d do not lead to better performance, while LPP or NPE
is applied to learn patch manifold. The value of d that makes
classification accuracy reach the peak is 50 in LPP case and 30
in NPE case. It is noted that when d is relatively small, say, less
than 10, LPP and NPE perform far better than PCA and RP. This
is mainly because LPP and NPE have the ability of preserving
locality of raw data and loss less information while projecting
raw image patches into a low-dimensional space, which makes
the dictionary learning on the low-dimensional patch manifold

more reliable. In addition, LPP performs better than NPE, in
general, with d varying, especially when d is greater than 30. On
the whole, LPP is the most stable and effective one of the four
linear manifold methods in our experimental pipeline, and even
yields the classification accuracy with 89.2% beyond the performance with the standard UFL pipeline (learning dictionary
and encoding features in the original image patch space).
Now that triangle encoding method is applied to extract
features for local image patches, the quality of local features
depends on the dictionary D. It is worth noting that, as discussed in Section III, the length of feature vectors is equal to
the number of clusters; hence, the number of clusters K when
using K-means to train a dictionary D becomes the only parameter that influences the resulting encoded local features. The
length of encoded feature vectors not only directly relates to
the computational efficiency of feature extraction but also has a
big impact on the subsequent scene classification performance.
Fig. 10(b) shows the overall classification accuracy under different K. In this group of experiments, L and d are fixed at 50
and 50 guided by experiments above. As a very similar situation to (a), classification performance do not grow consistently
along with K in LPP and NPE case. Despite this, LPP still
outperforms other three linear methods. The proposed UFLSC pipeline with LPP is comparable to the standard UFL and
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Fig. 11. Classification performance comparison under different patch size on WHU-RS dataset. (a) Dimensions of low-dimensional space where the patches are
embedded. (b) Length of encoded features. (c) Size of codebook in BOW representation.

performs better when K is less than 36. One possible explanation for this observation is that clustering on patch manifold
has more advantages over clustering on the original patch space
due to the natural clustering attribute of LPP when the number
of clusters is small.
The average classification performance with varying L that
plays an important role in the holistic feature representations
is shown in Fig. 10(c). Once again, we compare our UFLSC method with the standard one. In this case, d and K is
fixed to 50 and 100, respectively. Given that, under UFLSC pipeline, LPP outperforms other threes linear techniques
according to the results above, only LPP is tested here as the
linear manifold learning method. It is encouraging that the
UFL-SC pipeline achieves comparable performance with the
standard UFL pipeline, and produces the best average accuracy
of 90.25% when L = 100. Our results also illustrate that neither
too small nor too large size of codebook is beneficial to yield
satisfactory classification performance, the reason for which is
that small size of codebook lacks adequate representation ability, while large size of codebook leads to high-dimensional
global histogram features which probably lead to overfitting
problem during training SVM classifier. In our experiments
on UCM dataset, the appropriate L should range between 40
and 100.
We also compared our proposed UFL-SC method with some
off-the-shelf scene classification methods that have reported
classification accuracy on the UCM dataset as shown in Table I.
Cheriyadat [3] explores a similar UFL pipeline to ours, in
which dictionary is learnt via sparse coding and features are
encoded in a soft-encoding strategy. We can see that our UFLSC method outperforms far better than the method of [3]. Zhang
et al. [54] present a saliency-guided UFL method in which
the standard UFL pipeline is explored with the sparse autoencoder (an unsupervised symmetrical neural network) used to
learn parameters of network and encode features, while the proposed UFL-SC not only improves the standard UFL but also
adopts simpler methods for model learning and feature encoding than the method in [54]. Cheng et al. [55] very recently
proposed an object-oriented scene classification framework,
which utilizes many pretrained part detectors to discovery distinctive visual parts from images, and encodes these visual
parts to represent the images, while our UFL-SC-based classification frame is totally local patch oriented. In spite of a
little better performance than ours, the computation cost of
method in [55] is limited by the number of part detectors. Shao
et al. [56] report results of basic BOW model with three typical hand-crafted features (SIFT, Colors, LBP). It is obvious

that features automatically learnt via our UFL-SC can result
in much better classification performance than the three welldesigned features under the BOW-based scene classification
framework on UCM dataset. This result comparison means that
features extracted by UFL-SC is superior to these hand-crafted
features in aspect of robustness and discriminative power. In
addition, Shao et al. [56] propose a hierarchical multiple feature
fusion (HMFF) approach that produces the state-of-the-art performance on UCM dataset. In contrast to our method which is
free of any hand-crafted features, the HMFF extracts carefully
selected hand-crafted features and focuses on the hierarchical
fusion of multiple features. Therefore, the better performance
produced by HMFF is to be expected, because of its complex
fusion strategy and well-designed classification framework.
However, the two methods put emphasis on completely different aspects: our UFL-SC focuses on automatically feature
extraction, while HMFF focuses on fusion strategy of multifeatures. In other words, we can naturally introduce the features
extracted by UFL-SC into the HMFF method. To summarize,
our UFL-SC method achieves impressive and comparable classification performance with appropriate parameter settings on
the UCM dataset.
2) WHU-RS Dataset: For this dataset, we concentrate on
another important parameter—the image patch size r that may
affect final classification accuracy because of its close relationship to patch manifold learning and feature encoding phase. On
UCM dataset, we fix the patch size to 10 × 10 pixels in consideration of computational cost; thus, the length of patch vectors
remain unchanged in above experiments. Even though this
patch size worked well in our experiments, it remains unclear
whether it is the best choice. When the patch size changes,
the structure of patch manifold changes accordingly and a different dictionary is learned on the manifold correspondingly.
On WHU-RS dataset, we investigated the classification performance under different patch size r with d, K, and L varying.
For other settings, we use LPP to learn linear patch manifold and set a sampling step of five pixels. It is supposed that
the larger patches, which contain more complex spatial patterns, can allow us to learn more helpful features. However
as shown in Fig. 11(a) and (b), an interesting observation is
that different patch sizes lead to nearly consistent classification performance under any identical parameter configurations.
There does not exist an optimal patch size working better
than the others through all the experiments. It is probably
because in our UFL-SC pipeline, original patch vectors of any
size are embedded into a low-dimensional manifold where the
most intrinsic features in original patches are preserved, and
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Fig. 12. Annotation results comparison with different linear manifold techniques. (a) LPP (89.20%). (b) PCA (84.21%). (c) RP (85.65%). (d) ORG (84.74%).

Fig. 13. Confusion matrices of annotation performance on the Grenoble large satellite image. (a)–(d) Confusion matrices under different methods, the rows
and columns of matrices denote true and predicted classes [(a) LPP (89.20%). (b) PCA (84.21%). (c) RP (85.65%). (d) ORG (84.74%)]. (e)–(h) Visualized
version of corresponding matrices shown in (a)–(d), the rows and columns of matrices denote predicted and true classes [(e) LPP. (f) PCA. (g) RP.
(h) ORG].

the low-dimensional representation of image patches of different size shows similar properties. In addition, we note from
Fig. 11(c) that too small patch size (e.g., when patch size is
set to 4 or 6) generally leads to worse performance than large
patch size when the size of codebook is relatively large. It
can be concluded that when patch size is above 6, it does
not have critical influence on final classification performance.
According to our results, the patch size r can be assigned to
be any value between 8 and 20. In practical use, we suggest to
choose small patch size because small patch size can speed up
both the linear patch manifold learning and the feature encoding
phase.
3) Large Satellite Scene of Grenoble: For this annotation
task, we set the parameter d, K, and L to be 50, 36, and
50, respectively, following previous experimental experience.
Three linear manifold learning methods, which are LPP, PCA,
and RP, are tested under UFL-SC pipeline on this large image.
The final annotation performance is shown in Fig. 12. LPP still
outperforms PCA and RP a lot as we expected, and leads to

the highest accuracy 97% for the RA that is the dominant class
in the large image. It is surprising that the proposed UFL-SC
pipeline with RP that is a very simple and intuitive method even
performs better than the standard UFL under this parameter
settings. The confusion matrices showing classification performance are presented in Fig. 13, where we meanwhile show a
visualized version for each confusion matrix. Visualized confusion matrix has the capability of reporting the corresponding
class label for every specific image scene visually. We note
that although RP leads to a satisfactory overall classification
accuracy, it generates serious misclassification on the MEA
and PAR classes. It is obvious that a majority of confusion
occurs between the RA and PAR, IA, and RA classes. On
one hand, this is due to the fact that both of the two classes
are mainly composed of some similar thematic classes such as
road, cars, and buildings. On the other hand, we can see from
the visualized confusion matrices that a number of test scenes
do not purely contain only one predefined scene class. For
these “ill-formed” scenes, it is hard to give them a ground-truth
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label properly; hence, it leads to misclassification of the SVM
classifier. This bad case is inevitable because of our grid partition operation on the large image in contrast to the accurate
segmentation.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the low-level local features of image scenes
are extracted automatically through two major steps: dictionary
learning and feature encoding. Our proposed UFL-SC pipeline,
which performs the two steps on the low-dimensional image
patch manifold learnt by any proper linear manifold learning
technique, discovers the intrinsic space of image patches and
makes dictionary learning and feature encoding more effective than the standard UFL pipeline. Experimental results show
that the encoded features generated by the proposed method
not only have comparable discriminative power to the features
generated by the standard UFL pipeline with a lower computational cost but also lead to better performance than some typical
hand-designed features within the BOW-based scene classification framework. Moreover, our scene classification framework
based on the UFL-SC method and the basic BOW representation outperforms a majority of off-the-shelf approaches on the
UCM dataset. From the careful evaluation of some parameters
in our model, it can be concluded that the dimensionality of
the image patch manifold and the length of encoding feature
vectors are two key parameters. Both of them can significantly
affect the final classification accuracy, and the optimal values of the two parameters vary when different linear manifold
learning methods are applied. Otherwise, it is also interesting
that the size of image patches appears not to affect resulting
performance very much.
The holistic feature representations via the basic BOW model
ignore the spatial and semantic information of complex scene.
To better understand the scene, one extension to our method
would be building the “deep” architecture to learn more discriminative high-level features which can represent some meaningful structures or patterns. In another way, we plan to extract
multiscale local features and perform multiresolution analysis
on the feature space.
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